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The Intellectual Failings 
of Antiracism
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Antiracists’ policy prescriptions will fail 
on their own terms: because their inputs 
are arbitrary, their outputs inevitably will 
also be arbitrary.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Antiracists will do exactly the thing that 
they claim to hate most: “classify people 
on the arbitrary basis of skin color and 
other physical features.”

Antiracists would sacrifice individual 
equality for a delusion of proportional 
representation everywhere and always.

In September 2023, The Boston Globe reported 
that Boston University’s Center for Antiracist 
Research was in crisis. Although the center had 

raked in nearly $55 million in just three years, it was 
now laying off half of its staff.1

Former employees accused the center’s director, Ibram 
X. Kendi, of exploiting them and mismanaging the center’s 
money.2 One employee accused Kendi of making decisions 

“that either weren’t adequately explained or made no 
sense” and sending “mixed messages and contradictory 
directives.”3 Other employees said that the environment 
was toxic and characterized by “fear of retaliation and 
discrimination.”4 One employee summarized the culture 
by saying that “we felt disposable.”5 Others accused the 
center of paying them too little, working them too hard, and 
providing them with none of the resources they needed.6 
They also complained that Kendi was not transparent about 
how he was spending the center’s massive cash reserves.7
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After the mass layoffs, one of the center’s academics wondered where 
the money could have gone and lamented that Kendi’s financial opacity was 
part of “a larger culture of secrecy.”8 Another said that Kendi’s center was 

“a colossal waste of millions of dollars.”9

Boston University began to investigate the center.10 Defensive, Kendi 
painted himself as a victim of racist standards, claiming that “[l]eaders of 
color and woman leaders are often held to different standards and routinely 
have their authority undermined or questioned.”11 No matter what the 
investigation ultimately concludes, it seems, as one former employee put 
it, that the center “is now effectively dead.”12

But was it ever alive? Despite its massive cash reserves and staff of about 
45 people, the center produced almost nothing. In the three years since its 
creation, it produced only two research papers, and they were coauthored by 
outside academics.13 At times its website would tout other research papers, 
suggesting that it was involved with them, but they were written by Boston 
University professors unaffiliated with the center.14 Kendi claimed in 2020 
that the center would create a “Racial Data Lab” that would “give us the 
ability to see the hotspots of racial inequity in real time,” but the lab only 
compiled COVID-19 statistics, which it simply pulled from government 
databases,15 and stopped doing even that after three months.16 Kendi also 
intended to create Antiracist training programs and an Antiracism Studies 
curriculum for Boston University but failed to create either one.17

Employees expressed their frustration at the futility of it all, but they should 
not have been surprised. Antiracism never was a serious intellectual endeavor 
and therefore never could offer a foundation on which to build a corpus of serious 
research. It is worth considering just how hollow Kendi’s Antiracism is that 
it could produce almost no academic contributions despite financial support 
from major corporations and philanthropists; cultural support from celebrities, 
journalists, and political elites; and operational support from Boston University.

Antiracism Defined and Debunked

Antiracism, despite its high-sounding name, has nothing to do with the 
historic anti-discrimination movements of the past. Radical abolitionists 
like Frederick Douglass and civil rights leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr., 
who dreamed of a society in which individuals would be judged based on 
their character rather than their color, would not be welcome in modern 
Antiracist circles. They would be derided as, at best, naïfs and, at worst, as 
upholders of white supremacy.18 This is so because modern Antiracism 
holds two things to be true that people like Douglass and King rejected:
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 l That racial disparities result from racism alone and never from the 
different choices that people make.19

 l That “[t]he only remedy to past discrimination is present dis-
crimination. The only remedy to present discrimination is future 
discrimination.”20

In other words, racial discrimination is the only cause of disparities, and 
racial discrimination is the only cure for disparities. Both claims are empiri-
cal and can be tested empirically.21 In fact, they have been. They were tested 
long before Antiracism was born—long before Kendi himself was born—and 
they have been continually tested in the years since then. Both the old tests 
and the new tests have debunked these claims.

Causing Disparities

There is an ocean of research exploring the causes of disparities among 
groups of people. Interest in racial disparities is nothing new, and it has 
long inspired examinations of the topic. One of the most influential early 
studies was published in 1911, 71 years before Kendi was born.22 The study, 
conducted by Ellen Churchill Semple, sought to understand whether race 
or environmental factors produced different outcomes for different groups 
of people.23 Semple sought answers to these questions because her era had 
Kendis of its own. During her lifetime, the prevailing view among intellec-
tual elites was that race was the all-important cause of differences among 
groups of people.24

This “racial determinism” was based on assumptions derived from 
prejudice rather than reason based on evidence. Nevertheless, racial deter-
minism persisted among the leading intellectuals of the era. Eugenicist 
Madison Grant summed up their beliefs when he said that “race lies at the 
base of all the manifestation [sic] of modern society.”25

Semple was not so easily convinced. She suspected that Earth’s vast 
diversity of geography, climate, and resources shaped differences among 
people more than any inherent differences among races did—if any such 
inherent differences existed at all.26 She compared “peoples of all races and 
all stages of cultural development, living under similar geographic con-
ditions” and hypothesized that “if these people of different ethnic stocks 
but similar environments manifested similar or related social, economic 
or historical development, it was reasonable to infer that such similarities 
were due to environment and not to race.”27
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Semple tested that hypothesis in a 700-page treatise that spanned 
thousands of years of human history and tens of millions of square miles 
of geography. She found that “[m]an is a product of the earth’s surface,” not 
a product of his race,28 and observed that, regardless of race, people who 
lived in lowlands and near navigable waterways tended to be wealthier and 
technologically and culturally more advanced than people living in more 
isolated regions.29 People in lowlands and near waterways traveled easily. 
Travel allowed them to trade resources, ideas, and cultures with others, and 
trade allowed them to develop materially and economically. The availabil-
ity of draft animals (large domesticated animals like horses and oxen that 
were trained for riding or to haul heavy loads) had a similar effect.30 So too 
did a pleasant climate, which “helps to influence the rate and the limit of 
cultural development” because it “affects not only the manner of work, but 
the whole mode of life of a people.”31

In short, topography, resources, climate, and the other morally neutral 
(yet unequally distributed) blessings of nature caused differences among 
people groups. Race did not.

One could criticize Semple’s treatise as comparatively unsophisticated 
by modern standards, yet her conclusions have been confirmed time and 
again by modern studies. Few people have done more to highlight the endur-
ing truths in Semple’s work than Thomas Sowell, who in book after book 
has shown that geography is an “intractable obstacle” to equal outcomes.32 
Nature, he observes, is neither equal nor fair. Her capriciousness is reflected 
in—indeed, causes—unequal outcomes among people groups.

Gathering and summarizing the vast literature that followed Semple’s 
study, Sowell concludes that “[m]orally neutral factors such as crop failures, 
birth order, geographic settings, or demographic and cultural differences 
are among the many reasons why economic and social outcomes so often fail 
to fit the preconception of equal or comparable outcomes.”33 He confirms 
Semple’s conclusion about the benefit of living near navigable waterways, 
observing that those peoples fortunate enough to do so had “a vastly larger 
economic and cultural universe” than inlanders had.34 He confirms, too, her 
observations about climate, soil, resources, and pack animals.35 There are 
reasons why the isolated tribes of the Amazon rainforest, for example, are 
far less advanced than, say, the Chinese, and they have nothing to do with 
race or racism.36

That is just geography’s role in causing disparities. Disparities are also 
caused by all sorts of other things that have nothing to do with race or racism. 
These other causes are most obvious when we look at disparities among 
subgroups of a larger racial group. Take the differences between Nigerian 
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immigrants to America and the black native-born population. Nigerian 
immigrants become more highly educated and wealthier, achieve higher 
rates of employment, and more often work in professional or managerial 
jobs.37 And this is true not just with respect to native-born black Americans, 
but with respect to white Americans as well.38 Nigerians are some of the 
most successful people in America. It cannot be anti-black discrimination 
that causes Nigerians to outperform native black and white Americans. It 
can, however, be that Nigerian culture tends to value hard work, self-suffi-
ciency, education, and professional achievement.39

Culture is one explanation of intra-group disparities.40 Culture shapes 
individual choices, which are magnified across the groups to which those 
individuals belong, and thus creates trends within those groups. If culture 
differs among groups, individuals’ choices may differ, and if individuals’ 
choices differ, groups will exhibit different trends. These trends reflect the 
differences that flow from the freedom to choose according to different sets 
of values. They do not reflect racism.

Consider the several waves of black immigrants from the West Indies 
who came to America throughout the 20th century. Although they shared 
skin color, neighborhoods, schools, and a history of enslavement with 
native-born black Americans, they outperformed them in many metrics 
including wealth, education, professional achievement, and incarceration 
rates.41 Those disparities cannot be blamed on race or racism, but they may 
be explained by what sociologist Ira De Augustine Reid described as the 

“vastly different” culture between black immigrants and black native-born 
Americans.42 Reid found that the former displayed, among other cultural 
differences, “a zest of learning that is not typical” in the latter.43 Sociolo-
gist Van C. Tran has observed that West Indians were more likely than the 
native-born black population to raise their children in two-parent homes 
and tended to exercise stricter supervision and discipline of their chil-
dren.44 And both concluded that these cultural differences create disparities 
between the two groups.

A similar dynamic plays out today within the American population 
between children raised by two parents and those raised by one parent. The 
effect on a child of a two-parent home is so large, in fact, that if one controls 
for it, disparities between white and black Americans in the population 
at large disappear or reverse.45 In other words, a black child raised in a 
two-parent home will tend to be at least as wealthy, educated, and successful 
as a white child raised by only one parent.46 Similarly, black married couples 
tend to have poverty rates lower than the national average and tend to be 
much better off than white single mothers.47 Even acknowledging, as we 
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must, that racism exists and persists, these disparities cannot be explained 
by race or racism alone; they also represent the ripple effects of innumer-
able individual choices magnified across large groups.

One of the most fascinating explorations of this strange ripple effect 
is Sowell’s Black Rednecks and White Liberals.48 In it, Sowell explores the 
origins of cultural traits that popular culture sometimes associates with 
certain racial groups, such as “ghetto culture.”49 What he finds is that these 
cultural traits are not, in fact, exclusive to certain racial groups. Ghetto cul-
ture, he argues, neither originates with nor is exclusive to black Americans. 
He traces it first from certain white groups in Britain, from them to certain 
white groups in the American South, and only then to certain American 
black groups.50 He also finds that within any racial group, there are sub-
groups that share the cultural traits at issue and others that do not. Not all 
white British people shared the cultural traits that would later be linked to 
ghetto culture, and not all black Americans share them today.

What is more, data often exist to compare these subgroups with respect 
to wealth, health, education, career success, and incarceration rates, and 
when the subgroups are compared, the causal effect of culture reveals itself. 
For example, white Americans who share those traits associated today with 
ghetto culture tend to perform worse in all metrics than white Americans 
who do not share them.51 Racism does not explain that disparity.

Finally, Sowell finds that we can compare subgroups that share cultural 
traits across different racial groups, and what we find is that the subgroups 
often share the same outcomes compared to the larger groups of which they 
are a part. Thus, white and black Americans who do not share the traits 
associated with ghetto culture tend to do better than both white and black 
Americans who do share them. In short, Sowell’s remarkable study finds 
that culture often plays a significant causal role in outcomes that race and 
racism cannot explain.

So far, we have focused on disparities that have political salience. Dispar-
ities of wealth, health, education, and crime attract a great deal of attention 
and are a particular focus for Antiracists. But there are other racial dispari-
ties too that, although they lack political salience, show that disparities have 
causes other than race or racism. Antiracists claim that racism against black 
and Hispanic people is the reason Asian people are disproportionately rep-
resented among professions that require engineering degrees,52 but they do 
not claim that racism is the reason that black people are disproportionately 
represented among professional basketball players.53 No one makes that 
complaint for the same reason that no one says that anti-Californian bias 
explains why there are more Swedish hockey players in American hockey 
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leagues than there are Californians.54 Different people have different nat-
ural talents, may differ in their willingness to put in the time and effort to 
develop those talents, and as a result may make different choices. To the 
extent that culture (which includes, as Glenn Loury explains, values, prac-
tices, behaviors, and disciplines55) shapes people’s willingness to develop 
natural talents, the disparities it produces are not blameworthy. Racism may 
play a role in these disparities—rarely does anything have one and only one 
cause—but it is not on stage all by itself as Antiracists claim.

Culture and geography are causes of disparities, but there are others as 
well. The most distressing are the ones for which there is moral culpability. 
You cannot blame the planet for gifting Italians with fertile land and calm 
seas or for denying draft animals to aboriginal Australians,56 but you can 
blame policymakers who through evil intent or foolish mistakes hurt others. 
Some policies are intentionally harmful. These include the laws and policies 
of Jim Crow, which intentionally harmed black people.57 Thankfully, those 
sorts of laws are no longer tolerated in America.58

Blameworthy policies also include those that are intended to help people 
but that fail to do so because of policymakers’ ignorance, folly, or impru-
dence. These policies can make disparities worse and thus become causes 
themselves. America has made this mistake many times. Well-intentioned 
but unwise policymakers thought, as Antiracists do still, that the govern-
ment could eliminate disparities by giving certain racial groups advantages 
that were denied to others. Some of their policies are still popular with 
Antiracists despite their record of failure.

The list of these policies is long and depressing.59 The “War on Poverty” 
instituted in the 1960s and 1970s, for example, was intended to lift low-in-
come black Americans to economic parity with white Americans, but its 
well-intentioned architects failed to appreciate that making poor people 
dependent on the state would eliminate the social institutions and cultural 
traits that were already having positive effects on black economic mobili-
ty.60 Some people foresaw this problem. While in college, future Supreme 
Court Justice Clarence Thomas realized that these programs would be “a 
new kind of enslavement, one which ultimately relied on the generosity—
and ever-changing self-interests—of politicians and activists.”61 And so 
it turned out.

 l The War on Poverty contributed to the weakening of the black family, 
the weakening of civic ties and institutions, and the rise in crime 
among young black men.62 Far from solving disparities, it preserved 
and in some cases even worsened them.
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 l So too did the “urban renewal” programs that replaced black commu-
nities with government projects. The architects of those programs 
intended to provide poor black Americans with good housing and 
easy access to government benefits, but they failed to appreciate that 
bulldozing “blighted” neighborhoods would wipe out the equity that 
black property owners had earned, demolish black self-help institu-
tions, and eliminate the civic spirit that comes from a shared sense of 
responsibility for a community.63

 l Yet another example is racial preferences in college admissions. 
Although Antiracists demand them,64 they do not do what Antiracists 
claim. They tend, in fact, to hurt the very people they are meant to 
help by putting students in schools where they are unlikely to thrive 
instead of in schools where they likely would thrive.65 The distressing 
result is that a disproportionate number of beneficiaries drop out, 
abandon plans to major in engineering and hard sciences, and fail 
post-graduate licensing exams like the bar. Reviewing the data on 
this point, Professor Gail Heriot has observed that we would have 
more minority “physicians, dentists, engineers, scientists and other 
science-oriented professionals” if college admissions did not use racial 
preferences.66

The list goes on, and as one might expect, Thomas Sowell has catalogued 
it, exploring its many sordid entries in (among other books) Intellectuals 
and Race,67 Discrimination and Disparities,68 and Wealth, Poverty and Poli-
tics.69 Many other scholars have done the same.70

One expects serious thinkers to amend their beliefs given overwhelming 
historical and empirical facts. Antiracists have not done this. Instead, they 
have tried to defend their beliefs by reinterpreting the facts to fit them. They 
have tried, for example, to redefine “racism” so that many causes of dispar-
ities that have nothing to do with racial animus appear to be within its evil 
ambit. Racism is no longer differential treatment based on racial prejudice; 
it is now any “system” that produces disparities. Thus, nondiscriminatory 
causes of disparities, like raising a child in an intact home and valuing 
education, are transformed from individual choices into components of a 
vast system—a system not only vast, but also racist because it rewards the 
choices typically made by “oppressor” groups (always white people and 
Jews, and sometimes Asians) and punishes the choices typically made by 

“oppressed” groups (always black people and indigenous non-whites,71 and 
sometimes others).72
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Besides being insulting—how objectionable is it to say, for instance, 
that broken households are a part of “black culture”?73—the claim that 
all human-related causes of disparities are racist because they are part of 
a racist system fails because it has the order of operations backwards. It 
assumes that “the system” identifies the choices made by preferred groups 
and then rewards them when, in fact, people make the best choices for 
themselves, and then “the system” simply reflects their choices.

Take children raised in intact families. Antiracists think that intact fam-
ilies are a white-supremacist institution,74 but did white people structure 
society such that the intact family produced good outcomes, or does society 
view the intact family favorably because it produces good outcomes? A look 
at history shows that the latter is correct. Intact families are the historical 
norm, not a modern tool of racial subjugation. For example, intact fami-
lies are valued in the social and religious myths of the Chinese going back 
to antiquity;75 Aristotle examined the value of the family long before the 
concept of “whiteness” had any meaning;76 and until the War on Poverty 
programs of the mid-20th century, black parents typically chose to raise 
their children in intact families.77 In 1960, two-thirds of black children were 
raised by both parents, but by 1995, the proportion had fallen to one-third.78 
Unsurprisingly, poverty declined more quickly among black Americans in 
the decades before 1960 than in the decades after 1960.79

If intact families were in fact created to reinforce white supremacy, one 
would expect to see white people consistently choose to raise their chil-
dren in two-parent homes when white supremacy was not only tolerated 
in America, but endorsed by leading intellectuals and many politicians. In 
short, one would expect the Jim Crow era to be the apogee of the white 
family, but that is not the story that history tells. This period corresponded 
with a decline in all families as fathers left the home.

Nancy Pearcey, a scholar of this decline, lays the blame on the industrial 
revolution, which took fathers out of the home for most of the hours of each 
day.80 The industrial revolution created wealth, which likely flowed mainly 
to white people given the assorted legal and cultural regimes of anti-black 
discrimination that were common at the time, but this wealth came at the 
expense of the family. Pearcey recounts that it was common to hear laments 
like this one from 1881: “It is one of the misfortunes of our American way 
of living that the head of the house, the father—he who is the support, the 
mainstay, the highest central figure—should be scarcely able to live with his 
family at all.”81 One would expect that if intact families were a tool of white 
supremacy, wealth would not flow to white people at the expense of their 
families when white supremacy was de rigueur. Yet it did.
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Facts like these are trouble for Antiracists, and as one last attempt to 
avoid this trouble, Antiracists sometimes simply ignore the facts. This tactic 
is most obvious in the context of criminal justice.82 Antiracists observe the 
effects of law enforcement on criminal offenders and conclude that because 
criminal offenders are disproportionately black (for some, but not all, types 
of crimes),83 law enforcement creates disparities and is therefore racist. But 
Antiracists ignore that black offenders overwhelmingly target black victims 
and thus also ignore the disproportionate benefit that law enforcement has 
on law-abiding black people.84 Professor Randall Kennedy pointed this out 
in his magisterial work Race, Crime, and the Law, writing that “[i]n terms 
of misery inflicted by direct criminal violence, blacks (and other people 
of color) suffer more from the criminal acts of their racial ‘brothers’ and 

‘sisters’ than they do from the racist misconduct of white police officers.”85 
Antiracists have ignored him.

All of this exposition makes just one small but crucial point: Antiracism’s 
claim that all disparities come from racism is wrong. Disparities come from 
many sources, including some of the policies that Antiracists favor. We have 
known this for a very long time. The few pages devoted here to this truth are 
a tiny drop in a vast ocean of research that predates Antiracism, Kendi, and 
anyone else alive today. Of course, none of this is to say that racism has not 
played a role in history. It has and sometimes still does.86 But Antiracism’s 
claim is that racism is the only cause of present-day disparities among racial 
groups—a claim that crumbles under any scrutiny.

There have always been disparities, and there always will be disparities. 
Some come from discrimination, some from geography, some from cul-
ture, and some from “luck” or “the vagaries of fate.”87 Some can be reduced, 
and some cannot. Some ought justly to be reduced, and some ought not. 
With those that can and ought to be reduced, there are always trade-offs 
that we must balance lest we do more harm than we aim to fix. These are 
hard, serious questions that, if considered seriously, would keep a scholarly 
center busy and productive for generations. Yet Kendi’s center produced 
next to nothing.

Eliminating Disparities

If only the first of Antiracism’s premises were false, that would be enough 
to understand why Kendi’s center could not produce serious scholarship, 
but the second is false as well. The only way to cure racial disparities, Kendi 
says, is with racial discrimination.88 He maintains that racial discrimination 
is just if it produces positive outcomes for certain racial groups and calls 
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positive outcomes for preferred groups “equity.”89 Equity is achieved when 
“two or more racial groups are standing on a relatively equal footing.”90 Thus, 
if white families own their homes more often than black families do, the 
only way Kendi sees to eliminate that disparity is for banks, states, and the 
Internal Revenue Service to discriminate on the basis of race until the rates 
of homeownership are “relatively” equal.91

Before we analyze the empirical truth of Kendi’s discriminatory remedy, 
its intellectual weakness is revealed by the modifier “relatively.” Recall 
that Kendi believes that all disparities are caused by racism; thus, if he 
tolerates outcomes that are a little different, he must also tolerate a little 
racism. Alternatively, it means he admits that disparities have other causes, 
however small; if this is true, his choice to ignore the empirical literature 
discussed above is scholarly malpractice. But think what a rich world of 
scholarship there is in examining the causes of disparities! Thousands of 
people have dedicated their entire professional careers to it for more than 
a hundred years.

Kendi and his center could have been extraordinarily productive had they 
been willing to second-guess their beliefs, but they were not. If they had 
been, they would have learned that their second premise was debunked like 
the first. Many of the government programs discussed above are evidence 
of this. They were well-intentioned, race-focused remedies that failed to 
reduce disparities, made them worse, or created new ones. The failure of 
these programs suggests (but, in fairness, does not prove) that Antiracism’s 
second claim is false. Proof is found elsewhere.

Before we get to it, however, note a hidden preliminary mistake that 
Antiracists make: They assume that all disparities can and should be cor-
rected, but this is not necessarily true. Disparities that flow from cultural 
choices are prototypical examples. Individual choices reflect the freedom 
to choose according to different values or different weights for the same 
values. There is nothing wrong with Asian Americans’ desiring engineer-
ing degrees more than black Americans do, just as there is nothing wrong 
with black Americans’ wanting professional basketball careers more than 
Asian Americans do. Antiracists may think that basketball careers are 
less desirable than engineering degrees, but the freedom to choose is a 
good all its own, and Antiracists cannot legitimately claim the power to 
deny others the freedom to choose what best pleases them. Even if Anti-
racists could claim that power, their efforts would likely fail to eliminate 
disparities because when communities are given commands that deviate 
from their values, they are likely to resist those commands rather than 
to obey them.92
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Disparities caused by the age differences among racial groups are another 
example of disparities that likely cannot and should not be eliminated. In 
America, there is a larger income disparity between middle-aged people 
and young people than between white people and black people.93 This is 
so because as the economy has shifted away from jobs that require manual 
labor to those that require specialized skills or education, experience (mea-
sured in years of work or education) has earned a premium.94 Thus, racial 
groups that tend to be older also tend to be wealthier.95 For example, the 
median age of Japanese Americans is 51, but the median age of Mexican 
Americans is only 27.96 If the income disparity between those groups is 
attributable to age (and therefore years of experience), there is no reason 
why we should try to eliminate it, especially by discriminating against Jap-
anese Americans.

But let us return to the core issue: the claim that discrimination is the 
only cure for disparities. This claim fails if nondiscriminatory actions cure 
disparities. Common sense tells us that someone who studies hard will 
likely do better on an exam than someone who does not. It also tells us 
that someone who saves money will tend to be wealthier later in life than 
a spendthrift will be. Therefore, it tells us that a group of people who study 
or save will likely do better than a group of people who do not study or 
save. Common sense is enough to defeat the claim, but there is plenty of 
evidence too.

 Consider the disparity in voting patterns between black and white citi-
zens during the Jim Crow era. Black citizens did not vote because they could 
not vote. State and local governments created poll taxes, literacy require-
ments, property requirements, and other official and unofficial tactics to 
deny black citizens the franchise.97 Making matters worse, the U.S. Supreme 
Court for many years permitted these disenfranchisement schemes.98 The 
result in Louisiana, for example, was that the number of registered black 
voters fell from 130,334 in 1896 to 1,342 in 1904.99 Discrimination was the 
cause of this disparity. More discrimination would not have improved 
anything, but ending the existing discrimination did. In 2022, there were 
944,008 registered black voters in Louisiana, which corresponded to a reg-
istration rate of 62.7 percent.100 By comparison, the white registration rate 
in Louisiana that year was 66.3 percent.101 A disparity still exists, but the 
much greater historical disparity was closed not by discriminating, but by 
ending discrimination.

Antiracism insists that only discrimination can cure this residual 3.6 
percent disparity, but whether that is true depends on the cause of this 
lingering disparity. If the cause is anti-black discrimination, ending that 
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discrimination would cure the disparity, and Antiracism’s claim fails. If, on 
the other hand, the disparity results from differences of personal choice—
perhaps, for example, black Louisianians are slightly less politically active 
than white Louisianians—it may not be possible to cure the disparity. It may 
also not be desirable to do so. Each person may spend his time as makes him 
happiest (subject, of course, to certain moral restrictions like the Millsian 
or Holmesian rule against swinging fists at noses102). He might be forced to 
vote, but to cure a disparity that way is to sacrifice his happiness in order to 
balance numbers that have little or no connection to the good.

In a morbid way, Antiracists are partly right: Discrimination could 
provide a cure for the lingering disparity in black–white voting habits. Anti-
racist politicians could discriminate against white people just as Jim Crow 
politicians discriminated against black people so that the number of white 
voters fell by 3.6 percent. But if that is the sort of policy Antiracists want, 
we can reject their desires out of hand as retrograde and vile.

Consider next the disparities in reading and math scores between 
children of low-income black and Hispanic parents and children of high-in-
come white parents.103 Antiracism holds that only discrimination can fix 
this disparity, but the data show other ways. When parents spend time on 
their children’s education and when schools mandate hard work, impose 
discipline, teach reading through phonics, and use “Directed Instruction” 
(which Sowell summarizes as “what used to be called just plain teaching, as 
distinguished from the more trendy notion that teachers are to be ‘facili-
tators’ on the sidelines, letting students ‘discover’ and ‘create’ knowledge 
themselves”104), these disparities shrink or disappear.105 No matter what 
caused these disparities in the first instance, discrimination is not necessary 
to eliminate them.

Consider too the historical improvements in the academic achieve-
ment of Eastern and Southern European Jewish immigrants to the United 
States.106 In the late 1800s, America received many of these immigrants, who 
tended to score below average on mental aptitude tests.107 By the middle 
of the 1900s, they tended to score above average.108 Nobody discriminated 
in their favor. Quite the opposite: As they achieved more economic and 
academic success, they faced increasing anti-Jewish discrimination. Uni-
versities—most infamously Harvard—created discriminatory policies to 
deny admission to Jews.109 Yet within a few generations, the disparity disap-
peared and was even reversed. Discrimination did not cause that to happen.

As common sense and data tell us, many disparities can be eliminated by 
means other than discrimination. Disparities open, close, and reverse for 
all sorts of reasons. Some of these reasons, like discrimination, have moral 
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import; some, like demographic changes, do not. Some, like Jim Crow laws, 
should be eliminated by government action; others, like individual career 
preferences, should not. Once again, Antiracism’s devotion to a premise—
all disparities can and should be eliminated only by discriminating—that 
we have long known to be untrue means that Antiracism never had the 
potential to be a serious scholarly endeavor. What is worse, however, is 
that nobody in a position to fund or platform Antiracism ever demanded 
that it be a serious scholarly endeavor. This reflects poorly on Antiracism’s 
supporters, especially American universities, which have discarded their 
obligation to pursue truth and have instead embraced politically salient 
pseudo-intellectualism.

Arbitrary Racial Categories

The foregoing discussion has assumed, to focus clearly on Antiracism’s 
core claims, that the racial categories that Antiracism uses make sense. 
To examine, for example, the claim that all disparities between black 
and white people are caused by racism, we have assumed that we know 
what we are talking about when we say “black” and “white.” Antiracism 
needs these categories to have precise meanings because if they do not, 
it is impossible to measure disparities among groups, to pinpoint their 
causes, or to identify which people should be helped and which ones hurt 
by antiracist discrimination.110 In short, if the categories that Antiracists 
use are arbitrary, Antiracists’ discriminatory policies will only produce 
arbitrary outcomes.

Yet the categories with which we are all so familiar make little sense at 
all. Professor David E. Bernstein, a scholar of the origins and uses of Amer-
ica’s racial categories, has shown that these categories are purely arbitrary. 
They do not group similar people together, but rather “combine extremely 
internally diverse groups in terms of appearance, culture, religion, and more 
under a single, arbitrary heading.”111 Worse, their creators (government 
bureaucrats with no expertise in anthropology, sociology, linguistics, or sta-
tistics) made no serious attempt to group similar people together. Instead, 
they created America’s classifications from “a combination of amateur 
anthropology and sociology, interest group lobbying, incompetence, inertia, 
lack of public oversight, and happenstance.”112

Another scholar of these categories, Mike Gonzalez, has shown how 
activists, lacking any expertise, pressured the government to create these 
labels simply to create identity-based voting blocs.113
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 l The category “white” includes Ango-Saxons, Italians, Norwegians, 
Egyptians, Iranians, Israelis, and Afghans;114

 l The category “Asian” encompasses 60 percent of the world’s popula-
tion and includes Pakistanis, Indians, Hmong, Thai, Koreans, Chinese, 
Japanese, and some (but not all) people from Pacific island nations;115

 l The category “black” includes descendants of American slaves and 
black African immigrants but excludes other dark-skinned peoples 
like Australian aborigines who fit in no category;116 and

 l The category “Hispanic” includes everyone with “Spanish culture” but 
excludes people of Portuguese culture and indigenous Latin Amer-
icans and includes people of other races provided they have some 
connection to Spanish culture.117

Thus, a Japanese person raised in Mexico would be both Asian and His-
panic, but a Mexican person raised in Japan would be only Hispanic.118 The 
category “Pacific Islander” arose for no other reason than that some people 
from Pacific island nations saw political advantages in being separated from 
the enormous “Asian” group.119

What purposes can these categories serve that will not result in arbitrary 
outcomes? Antiracists advocate for racial preferences in college admissions 
and slavery reparations, so let us consider those.120

As the recent Supreme Court cases against Harvard and the University of 
North Carolina revealed, colleges sorted applicants into several racial and 
ethnic buckets including Asian, white, black, and Hispanic.121 The colleges 
discriminated against the first two and in favor of the second two.122 They 
defended their discriminatory policies as necessary to create “genuine diversity” 
on campus:123 that is, diversity of thought, experience, knowledge, philosophy, 
culture, etc., of which race is only one element.124 Does a Chinese farmer bring 
the same thoughts, experiences, knowledge, philosophy, and culture to campus 
that an Indian computer scientist brings? Does an Iranian Muslim contribute 
the same diversity that a Portuguese Catholic or an Israeli Jew contributes? 
Does the child of a black movie star from Beverly Hills contribute the same 
diversity that the child of a poor black missionary from Mali contributes? Of 
course not, but if we use America’s racial categories as a proxy for diversity—as 
Antiracists do—then the answer to each of these questions is “yes.”

The Supreme Court recognized this and concluded that these categories 
were so arbitrary that they could never create genuine diversity:
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[T]he categories are themselves imprecise in many ways. Some of them are 

plainly overbroad: by grouping together all Asian students, for instance, re-

spondents are apparently uninterested in whether South Asian or East Asian 

students are adequately represented, so long as there is enough of one to 

compensate for a lack of the other. Meanwhile other racial categories, such as 

“Hispanic,” are arbitrary or undefined. And still other categories are underinclu-

sive. When asked at oral argument “how are applicants from Middle Eastern 

countries classified, [such as] Jordan, Iraq, Iran, [and] Egypt,” UNC’s counsel 

responded, “[I] do not know the answer to that question.”

Indeed, the use of these opaque racial categories undermines, instead of pro-

motes, respondents’ goals. By focusing on underrepresentation, respondents 

would apparently prefer a class with 15% of students from Mexico over a class 

with 10% of students from several Latin American countries, simply because 

the former contains more Hispanic students than the latter. Yet “[i]t is hard to 

understand how a plan that could allow these results can be viewed as being 

concerned with achieving enrollment that is broadly diverse.’” And given the 

mismatch between the means respondents employ and the goals they seek, 

it is especially hard to understand how courts are supposed to scrutinize the 

admissions programs that respondents use.125

In the case of slavery reparations, what matters is whether someone has 
suffered harm because of slavery. It turns out that the category “black” is 
a very poor proxy for that. For one thing, a sizeable portion of black Amer-
icans are recent immigrants or descendants of recent immigrants.126 For 
another, only 41 percent of black Americans say that their ancestors were 
enslaved in the United States.127 For yet another, many Americans, like 
Barack Obama, descend from both slaves and slave holders.128 Finally, many 
people who are not black have also been—and are still today—enslaved.129 No 
matter how we use these categories—whether it is for diversity programs 
or reparations—the outcomes they produce will be arbitrary because they 
are poor proxies for what really matters.

The arbitrariness of America’s racial categories is devastating to Anti-
racism, which seeks to equalize all outcomes among these categories. And 
yet, in a strange twist of irony, Antiracists admit that the categories they 
use are arbitrary. Kendi calls them “a mirage.”130 Others admit that race 
is “arbitrary”131 and “a social construct.”132 They recognize that “a person 
who could be categorized as black in the United States might be consid-
ered white in Brazil or colored in South Africa.”133 They concede that “[o]
ver history, race has taken geography, language, and vague impressions as 
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its basis.”134 And their intellectual forebearers, the critical race theorists, 
have for a long time maintained that race has “little or nothing to do with 
distinctively human, higher-order traits, such as personality, intelligence, 
and moral behavior.”135 Yet they all insist on equalizing outcomes among 
these arbitrary categories. They reason that because society has used these 
categories to do bad things in the past, the categories should be preserved 
in the hope that they can be turned to good in the future.

Two conclusions follow. First, Antiracists’ policy prescriptions will fail 
on their own terms: Their inputs are arbitrary, so their outputs must also 
be arbitrary. Second, Antiracists will do exactly the thing that they claim 
to hate most: “classify people on the arbitrary basis of skin color and other 
physical features.”136 They are right to decry arbitrary classifications, but 
they are captives of cognitive dissonance when they claim that the solution 
to arbitrary racial classifications is arbitrary racial classifications. Little 
wonder that Antiracism as a scholarly endeavor is moribund.

Conclusion

In response to all of this, Antiracists might argue that it does not matter 
whether an Antiracist academic center produces scholarship. What matters 
is whether it wields power to change the world for the better. But nobody 
can change the world for the better if he does not understand it, and Anti-
racists are willfully ignorant about the way the world works. It is no surprise 
that Kendi’s center has produced nothing and has improved nothing. It is 
divorced from reality and therefore cannot create or improve anything.

What conclusion, then, can we draw about Antiracists? It is tempting to 
borrow a phrase from G.K. Chesterton and dismiss them as “morbid men, 
combining ignorance with intellectualism.”137 True enough, but we would 
be unwise simply to dismiss them. Ignorant and unscholarly as they are, 
they represent “a huge and pitiless peril”138 because their intellectual unse-
riousness masks a deeply serious hunger for power: power that they would 
wield arbitrarily and with which they would sacrifice individual equality for 
a delusion of proportional representation everywhere and always.

GianCarlo Canaparo is a Senior Legal Fellow in the Edwin Meese III Center for Legal and 

Judicial Studies at The Heritage Foundation. This Legal Memorandum is the first of a 

two-part series adapted from an article published in the Texas Review of Law and Politics. 

See GianCarlo Canaparo, Permissions to Hate: Antiracism and Plessy, 27 Tex. Rev. L. & 

Pol. 97 (2022).
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